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  Develop online PDF to HTML converter using Node.js SDK. Learn how to convert PDF to HTML online.#


     


Overview#

Welcome to another interesting blog post in the series of Aspose.PDF Cloud Product Family In the last week, we publish an article in which we demonstrated how we can convert HTML files to PDF files using Aspose.PDF cloud SDKs in the Node.js app. However, in this Aspose.PDF tutorial, we will learn how to convert PDF to HTML files by covering the following points.

	PDF to HTML Conversion API
	Why your business site needs a PDF to HTML converter?
	How to convert PDF to HTML file using Aspose.PDF SDK in Node.js app?


PDF to HTML Conversion API#

In our previous blog posts, we have briefly described the Aspose.PDF, its exposed REST APIs, and cloud software development kits. Therefore, feel free to visit this article to know Aspose.PDF in detail for better understanding. However, we will talk about SDK for an online PDF to HTML converter specifically. Aspose.PDF offers APIs and SDKs to manipulate, edit and convert PDF files to other popular file formats. In addition, it also offers plugins for WordPress and Drupal. Moreover, it offers many features that you can equip your WordPress or Drupal with.

There is a very vibrant support team that you may reach out to here. Further, you may watch a demo video to see the features in action practically. In the documentation, you can find a complete section for developers where all the features are enlisted with code snippets and examples. Above all, code snippets are available in multiple languages such as Node.js, C#, PHP, and more.

In addition, you can experience the feature yourself as there is a graphical representation of all API attributes as shown in the image below.


     


Why your business site needs a PDF to HTML converter?#

In this section, we will look into the business perspective of having a PDF to HTML converter in our business app. There is a user-friendly live editor where you can test the feature here. Therefore, always feel confident to opt for Aspose.PDF APIs due to the following reasons.

Aspose.cloud APIs & SDKs are Secure#

It is the most important factor when it comes to integrating a third-party library into our business application. However, Aspose.cloud is equipped with an enterprise-level security mechanism. There is a dashboard where it lets you generate API credentials that include an API key and API secret. These credentials are then used to make API calls and for the editor.

In-House Data Processing#

When it comes to enterprise users, it adds value to your business application when customers are given a live editor to convert data files into a different file format. In addition, Aspose.PDF also offers cloud storage where users can save files.

SEO Friendly#

Search engine optimization is a very serious component of an online business. However, Portable Document Format(PDF) is not SEO friendly. Therefore, converting your PDF files to HTML files always gives you a competitive edge in terms of rankings in popular search engines.

Lightweight#

Another important perk of having HTML files is that HTML files are lightweight as compared to PDF files. Therefore, managing PDF files is comparatively storage efficient.

Rapid Development#

As far as software development is concerned, you can boost up your development by leveraging this PDF to HTML converter. Moreover, you can configure this file conversion software as per your preferences.

How to convert PDF to HTML file using Aspose.PDF SDK in Node.js app?#

So far, we have gone through Aspose.PDF cloud SDK for PDF to HTML file conversion and the business benefits of having an online PDF to HTML converter. Now, we will see how to convert PDF to HTML files using Aspose.PDF file conversion software.

Please visit this tutorial in which we have defined every step regarding setting up Aspose.cloud in a Node.js app. Further, we have also elaborated on the pre-requisites.

Now, let’s open the “app.controller.ts” file placed inside the ‘src’ folder, and paste the following code to enable Aspose.pdf API in your Node.js app.

import { Controller, Post } from '@nestjs/common';
import { AppService } from './app.service';
import { PdfApi } from 'asposepdfcloud';
import \* as fs from 'fs';
@Controller()
export class AppController {
  constructor(private readonly appService: AppService) {}
  @Post('/pdf-to-html')
  async pdfToHtml() {
    const name = 'm.pdf';
    const SrcFile = '/' + name;
    const resultName = 'result.html';
    const resultPath = 'myfolder/' + resultName;
    const storageName = 'testing';
    const fileToWrite = process.cwd() + '/' + resultName;
    const pdfApi = new PdfApi(
      'YOUR-APPSID',
      'YOUR-APPKEY',
    );
    try {
      const data = fs.readFileSync(name);
      await pdfApi.uploadFile(SrcFile, new Buffer(data), storageName);
      await pdfApi.putPdfInStorageToHtml(
        name,
        resultPath,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        'HTML5',
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        null,
        storageName,
        null,
        'zip',
      );
      // Download pdf from cloud storage
      const fileData = await pdfApi.downloadFile(resultPath, storageName, '');
      const writeStream = fs.createWriteStream(fileToWrite);
      writeStream.write(fileData.body);
      return 'PDF converted to HTML successfully';
    } catch (e) {
      throw e;
    }
  }
}

Now, restart your server and make a POST request at this address http://localhost:3000/pdf-to-htm. Finally, you can see the converted file “result.html” downloaded in your root directory.

Conclusion#

This brings us to the end of this blog post. Hopefully, you have now a better idea about Aspose.pdf API. This article also elaborated on how to convert PDF to HTML file using a PDF to HTML converter. It is high time to subscribe to Aspose.cloud for enterprise-level cloud-based file format conversion and manipulation libraries. There are various plans available and can opt for a free plan to explore further prior to making a purchase. Further, there is comprehensive documentation for every feature of every online file convertorFinally, blog.aspose.cloud is writing new blog posts on other interesting topics. Therefore, please stay in touch for regular updates. Moreover, you can follow us on our social media accounts Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter

Ask a question#

Feel free to visit our forum which is very active to respond to questions and queries/discussions.

Explore#

You may find the following links relevant:

	HTML To PDF Converter | Aspose.PDF | File Format Converter
	PDF To DOC Converter – Aspose.PDF Cloud SDKs For Node.js
	PDF Document Generation & Processing Solution
	Email Sending using Aspose.Email Cloud in Heroku Node.js App
	Convert PPTX to ODP using Python. Save PPT to OpenDocument
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